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In this paper, the authors examine four wedge failures triggered by earthquakes that
occurred in Central Italy. The authors use 2D mechanical models to better understand the
stability of the examined hillslopes under the influence of seismic forces. I believe the
manuscript could be significantly improved by reviving the general structure of the
manuscript. In the current version of the manuscript, data, method and results are
presented together and that makes it a bit difficult to follow sometime. The research
gap(s) and research question could be better emphasized. Also, the relevant literature
could be enriched.

Below I've included line by line suggestions and highlighted all these points.

Line 13. “occurred” This is a statement based on reported events so, it is better saying
“Most of the reported/documented landslides”

Line 23. “Lombardo et al. 2021, Quinton Aguilera et al. 2022” I do not think these are
papers reporting rockslide volumes. Could you please replace them with relevant articles?

Lines 23-24. “for the energy released by these seismic events (moment magnitude, Mw <
6.5)” Could you please revise this line, I could not get what you mean here.

Lines 25-27. You are referring to co-seismic rockslides reported in Central Italy, right?
Please indicate that here again for clarification. Also, it would be better if you give
citations to the literature. What is the source of these descriptions? 



Line 31. “local” For strong earthquakes, it could be also important for regional scale
assessments, no?

Lines 30-35. Yes, you can say that this is an important concept for co-seismic landslide
hazard assessment. I believe this is the point where you should emphasize the gap in the
literature that you are aiming to address with this research. After emphasizing the
research gap, instead of saying “These considerations sparkled investigation of the failure
stages of the largest rockslides …”, please be more specific and indicate the specific
research question that you are targeting in this paper. And then, you can mention what
you did and how you did that goal you described. Just a small suggestion to improve the
flow of the manuscript and to clarify your point.

Lines 41-57. Please trim this part because part of the content presented here would be
better if you present it in the method section.

Line 58. I recommend using the traditional structure as Intro, study area/materials/data,
method, discussion and conclusions.

Lines 59-60. I agree with the authors that detail information regarding geology, rock mass
structure and so on may not need to be presented here if there is already a paper
describing the very same. However, you can still briefly introduce your study area briefly.
Please start by introducing your study area then after your brief summary you can
mention Forte and others for further details. And I believe you should tell us why you
chose those four landslides in particular. Do you have detailed geotechnical information
about them? Please elaborate.

Line 66. Figure 2 is not something you adapted from the literature, right? If this is
something you generated as part of this research, please keep it for your result section
because this is also part of your results; you carried out some kinematic analyses and
generated those plots. First, mention in the method section and then present in your
results section.

Line 70. This should be your method section now. Of course, you can add sub-headings.

Lines 76-82. This paragraph could be moved to the previous section (i.e., study
area/materials/data) as you are presenting your landslides here.

Line 87. Remove “.”



Lines 104-105. Is this an important literature gap that you aim to address? If this is the
case, please mention it in your introduction.

Lines 110-112. Could you please cite the relevant literature? You can provide more details
through Supplementary Materials maybe. Specifically, topographic amplification deserves
a better summary. It should be also better elaborate in the introduction. The given
literature on this topic should be improved.

Line 122. Assimaki et al. (2005) are focusing on soil, right? In this regard, can we assume
that the amplification mechanism will be the same or similar?

Lines 123-130. These are part of your results, aren’t they?

Line 139. Could you please elaborate on these assumptions? Based on what? The same
comment is valid for the whole section.

Section 4. Please consider the very same comment I mentioned above. The parts that you
present your method or data could be differentiated from your results and also
assumptions and knowledge you obtained from the literature could be better explained. 
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